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EEG record revealed how the neural activity
triggered by TMS spread from the site of
stimulation to other parts of the brain. The
team repeated the experiment once the subjects had entered non–rapid eye movement
(non-REM) sleep. Noise-canceling earphones ensured that subjects couldn’t detect
the sound of the TMS magnet.
When the subjects were awake, TMS
elicited waves of neural activity that spread
through neighboring areas of the right
frontal and parietal cortex and to corresponding regions on the left side of the brain.
During non-REM sleep, the same TMS
stimulus only elicited neural activity at the
site of stimulation.
Tononi says the findings suggest that different areas of cortex do indeed stop talking

to each other during non-REM sleep—a stage
of sleep in which people often report little or
no conscious experience on waking. An
important follow-up, he says, will be to repeat
the experiments during late-night REM sleep,
when people report consciouslike experiences in the form of dreams. “We would predict a pattern which is much more similar to
wakefulness,” he says.
Linking cortical connectivity to consciousness makes sense, says Rodolfo Llinas, a neuroscientist at New York University.
A key feature of consciousness is the ability
to integrate many aspects of an experience
into a single perception—combining red
petals, rosy scent, and prickly thorns into the
perception of a rose, for example. “To make
an object in your head, to make one single
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cognitive event, you have to bind the activity
of many cortical areas,” Llinas says.
But not everyone accepts Tononi’s conclusions. The experiments are “very elegant
and pretty,” but their relevance to understanding consciousness is questionable, says
Robert Stickgold, a neuroscientist who studies sleep at Harvard Medical School in
Boston, Massachusetts. “There are many,
many differences in brain chemistry and
physiology … between wakefulness, nonREM sleep, and REM sleep,” including differences in neurotransmitter and hormone
levels and patterns of neural activity, Stickgold says. The change in cortical communication is yet another such difference, he agrees,
but there’s no convincing evidence that it’s the
key to fading consciousness. –GREG MILLER
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Six Women Among 13 NIH ‘Pioneers’
The résumé of evolutionary psychologist the best people with the most exciting ideas. say enough about what NIH is trying to do
Leda Cosmides of the University of Califor- Having fewer applications this year—some [with this award] to encourage novel work
nia, Santa Barbara, proudly lists that she was 840 compared with 1300 in 2004—also made across disciplinary boundaries.”
a finalist in last year’s inaugural competition the three-tiered review process go more
Stanford University neuroscientist Ben
for the 5-year, $2.5 million Pioneer Award smoothly, he notes. The result was not only a Barres, a vocal critic of last year’s awards,
from the National Institutes of Health (NIH), better gender balance but also a younger says he was “deeply impressed by how
even though she didn’t win a penny. In fact, cohort represented by 35-year-old Nathan NIH revamped the process this year.” As it
there were no women among the nine win- Wolfe, a tenure-track molecular epidemiolo- happens, he also chaired the final round of
ners, an omission that triggered complaints of gist at Johns Hopkins University in Balti- face-to-face, 1-hour interviews on the
gender bias (Science, 22 October
NIH campus, at which he says
2004, p. 595).
“gender or race issues” never
What a difference a year makes.
surfaced. But the quality of the
This week, Cosmides, 48, and five
science being proposed blew
other women join an elite group of
him away, he adds.
13 scientists chosen for the 2005
Pehr Harbury worried that
Pioneer Awards, * which NIH
he’d blown his chances when his
Director Elias Zerhouni says are
laptop swallowed his Powerdesigned for “exceptionally crePoint presentation during a cab
ative scientists taking innovative
ride to NIH. But the 40-year-old
approaches to major challenges in
Stanford biochemist, who
biomedical research.” The drareceived tenure just last year,
matic shift in gender composition
needn’t have worried. Not only
was not a goal of the selection
did his description of applying
process for the second competition,
computer-generated small molesays Jeremy Berg, director of the
cules to design a vast new class
National Institute of General Medof potential drugs impress the
ical Sciences, who oversaw the
NIH judges, but 1 day after wincompetition. But, he says, NIH did Award winners. Leda Cosmides and Peter Harbury are part of a baker’s ning a Pioneer Award, Harbury
make a very deliberate attempt to dozen whose proposals wowed NIH judges.
learned that he had also been
level the playing field.
awarded a so-called genius
“Women, underrepresented minorities, more, Maryland, who spends the majority of grant—and $500,000 with no strings
and early-career scientists were especially his time working with hunters at a Cameroon attached—from the John T. and Catherine
encouraged to apply,” Berg says. Accepting field station in search of zoonotic diseases in B. MacArthur Foundation.
only self-nominations (rather than institu- the early stages of adapting to humans.
“I feel a little guilty,” he confessed. “I’ve
tional submissions) may also have helped
For Cosmides, the award represents fur- been scraping along [NIH had rejected his first
remove any subtle advantages, he adds. He ther affirmation for a field that she and her six single-investigator proposals, and he cursays NIH spent more time schooling its husband, John Tooby of Harvard Univer- rently has one R01 for his six-person lab], and
reviewers, who last year were overwhelm- sity, helped establish in the early 1980s. the MacArthur prize is for people having trouingly male, on the importance of looking for “Those were tough years,” she recalls. ble getting funding. And now I have more
“Something like this at the beginning of our money than I ever imagined.”
* nihroadmap.nih.gov/pioneer
work would have been a godsend. I can’t
–JEFFREY MERVIS
www.sciencemag.org
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